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UPMC Hillman Cancer
Center Is Ready To Help The
Somerset Community
Oncology is returning to Somerset, PA with the
grand opening of the new UPMC Hillman Cancer
Center located beside the UPMC Somerset Hospital.
After being without oncology services since the
beginning of 2020, UPMC took an initiative to
transform the former Allegheny Health Network
Cancer Institute into a state-of-the-art medical
oncology suite. The upgraded facility includes eight
treatment chairs, one private treatment room and a
larger treatment area to provide more room for the
patients and an on-site laboratory to provide
complete blood analysis prior to cancer therapies.
Our team worked alongside the architects at CPL to
replace and upgrade the HVAC and electrical
systems as well as adding new interior finishes,
sprinkler systems, and power and data as required
throughout the building.
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Gatter & Diehl
Welcomes Newest
Designer
It is with great pleasure
that we announce the
newest member of our
team, Brady Dolan! Brady
is brought on as a
mechanical systems
designer who’s
responsibilities include
meeting design
requirements for the
client in the application of
heating, ventilation, and
air conditioning. A fouryear graduate of SUNY
Maritime College, Brady
has experience in the
industry as a former
designer and project
estimator for a HVAC
contractor. We’re excited
to see Brady grow into his
role on the team as he is a
bright and talented
individual.
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Preserving Our
History, For The
Future
It’s important for the A/E/C industry to
take initiatives supporting the
modernization of technology and
aesthetics. However, it’s also important to
preserve the past so we can better
understand how our history was made.
That’s why our team is proud to utilize our
expertise in designing energy efficient MEP
systems to the historic Bedford County
Courthouse and Lebanon Valley College
(LVC) Humanities Building. Both
constructed in the 1800s, each facility has
its own unique place in Pennsylvanian
history. The Bedford County courthouse is
the oldest-active courthouse in the state,
while the LVC Humanities building was the
lone building of the college’s founding.
Both of these projects exemplify how we
can combine sophisticated technology with
nearly 200 year-old facilities.
For More Information, Visit Our Website:
www.gatterdiehl.com
For Project Updates and Other Company News,
Follow Us On Facebook/LinkedIn: @Gatterdiehl

Gatter & Diehl Swings Away
at President’s Invitational
Our team had a fantastic time at the 16th
annual Junior Achievement of Western PA
Presidents' Invitational golf tournament held
at the prestigious Omni Bedford Springs
Resort. It was a great honor to co-sponsor the
event with our friends at M&T Bank as the oncourse refreshment sponsor, which came in
handy on this sunny and beautiful day.
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